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Abstract — This paper describes the development and output
measurements on a new shade robust module, named the Tessera
module. This module uses a novel electrical configuration,
comprised of shade independent blocks protected by in-laminate
diodes, with a mixture of series and parallel connections. By
using ECN’s existing back contact technology [1], no significant
additional manufacturing costs occur. The design, method and
manufacturing technology will be explained. The module leads to
an increased annual output in case of shading and an increase in
system safety due to lower heat dissipation: of 40C instead of
130C compared to standard diodes, and reduced failure of
components. Annual yield has been calculated showing
significant gains.
Index Terms — annual yield, micro-inverter, PV module,
shade, shade robust, shade linear, plug and play.

I. INTRODUCTION
Standard PV systems composed of several modules in series
and a string inverter can experience significant yield losses in
case of shading [2]. Because only one current can run through
series connected modules, all of the modules carry the current
of the lowest performing module unless the shaded section is
bypassed by a diode, leading to significant power losses. A
solution on the system level are micro-inverters [3]. Microinverters allow modules to be connected to the power net in
parallel, not influencing each other.
However, in this paper a solution is presented to increase
the output on the module level when shade is present. It
consists of several shade independent blocks, each protected
by in-laminate diodes. The cells within the blocks are
connected in series, whereas the block are connected in
parallel leading to a easily scalable system which maintains a
constant voltage and shows an almost linear shadow response.
Such a module has the following advantages:
- No additional manufacturing costs
- The inverter specifications are easier compared to
standard modules due to the module output (Vmpp
and Impp)

-

-

The heat dissipation in the diodes is significantly
reduced. This lowers risks of damage to the diodes,
the junction box or the laminate due to a local hotspot
Increased yield when shade is present
Application of modules in locations where standard
panels would not be economical. This leads to
improved aesthetics and ‘plug and play’ installation,
as no shade analysis is required by the installer.

The concept of such a shade robust module was presented in
2014 [4]. The current work describes the new module design
and layout, including in-laminate diode processing and
reliability, shade response measurements and annual yield
calculations on a system level.
II. MODULE CONCEPT
In a standard module three strings of 20 cells are
interconnected in series and connected to a bypass diode. The
strings typically carry a curent of 8A, and high efficiency
modules move towards 9 A. When one or more cells are
shaded heavily, the current of the entire string will pass
through the bypass diode, leading to a significant output
reduction and significant heating in the bypass diode. This can
be an issue, particularly in BIPV.
The shade robust Tessera module decribed in this paper will
be standard size (60 cells of 156 mm each), around 1 x 1.6
meters. Inside the module there are several shade independent
blocks. The shape of the blocks is optimised such that the
chance of shade leading to activation of the diode is
minimised. The shade independent blocks consist of a number
of sub-cells which are cut from a standard 156mm cell using
laser scribing. The sub-cells are connected in series and
bypassed by an in-laminate diode. Hence, smaller ‘pixels’ are
created and only the pixel is lost when shaded and not 1/3rd of
the module.
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The solar cells are back contact cells [1,5]. This allows
interconnection via a conductive backsheet, and integrating
the diodes, using an electrically conductive adhesive. The
adhesive dots can all be printed at once using stencil printing
and the sub-cells are placed using a pick-and-place system. A
photograph of the conductive backsheet foil with a bypass
diode and a prototype module [6,7] is shown in Fig. 1.

The conductive back sheet foil used in back contact
modules allow for greater flexibility in the electrical design of
modules, Fig. 2. shows the foil design, [9], made for the
parallel connection of the building blocks. The blue and red
areas represent the two polarities, and each block has both
positive and negative contacts. This allows great flexibility in
design as any combination of these blocks can be connected in
parallel, keeping the voltage constant, and scaling the current
in multiples of 0.6A, making inverter design much simpler,
and reducing inverter losses due to low maximum power point
voltages.
This manufacturing method is the same as for standard back
contact modules for which a fully automated production
process is available [8] and independent of the exact size and
nr. of sub-cells and diodes. The process will be adapted to
include handling of smaller cells and integration of the diodes
into the module manufacturing process.
A matching inverter is under development, allowing direct
DC to AC conversion and hence no DC cabling and plug and
play installation.
III. EXPERIMENTAL

Fig. 1
Foil and prototype module with interconnection pattern of
the sub cells as well as the diodes [7,8].

These sub-cells are grouped in sets of 64 (4 standard
156mm cells) as shown in Fig. 1. These 64 cell units form the
building blocks of the shade robust module, each having a
Voc of around 40V and an Isc of 0.6A. 15 of these blocks are
connected in parallel to produce the full size Tessera module.

A. Module Manufacture
Prototype modules have been made and the results reported
previously [4]. The full size modules will be made using back
contact foil based technology on a production line of Eurotron
B.V. For the production all standard components for an MWT
based back contact module [5,8] are used except for the in
laminate diodes. For the in-laminate diodes several
possibilities exist. Either commercial diodes can be applied, or
small pieces of solar cell. The diodes are placed and
interconnected on the back sheet (in reserved places) the same
way as the cells. The best diode type will be selected for large
scale manufacturability, based on the following criteria:
- ease of handling
- ease of interconnection
- reliability
- low temperature dissipation when active
Preliminary measurements of active diode temperatures
have been made on both standard junction boxes and on our
in-laminate diodes, to quantify the expected operating
temperatures. Current was applied to the diodes and
temperature measured with thermocouples. The standard
diodes were operated at 9A, and the in-laminate diodes at
600mA.
B. Output measurements for different shade cases

Fig. 2. Tessera interconnection conductive back sheet design, 15
building blocks connected in parallel. The two colours represent the
two polarities. Each building block: Isc = 0.6A, Voc = 40V, Total
Module: Isc = 9A, Voc = 40V. [9].

To determine the shade performance of the Tessera module,
we have used the PASAN flash tester (class AAA) to measure
the 64 cell building blocks at standard test conditions, (STC),
and then extrapolate these results to calculate the performance
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of a full size Teessera modulee. Using a method
m
describ
bed
preeviously [7], th
he building block module was measured at 15
speecific locationss on a 6 x 10 ceell grid, repressenting a full siize
moodule, while being subjected to
t different parrtial shade casees.
T
The shade casees were pole, dormer
d
and treee shade, Fig. 3.
Usiing these meassurements we have
h
constructted the IV curv
ves
of a full size Tessera mod
dule, by com
mbining the 15
meeasurements in
n parallel, and
d compared these with the IV
currves of a conv
ventional 60 ceell module measured under the
t
sam
me shade condiitions.
Fig. 4. Shading sceene used for the PVsyst annual yield
compariisons.

The ssystem studiedd is a 4.7kW syystem, made upp of 18 260W
modulees, with each m
module connectted to a micro--inverter. The
site is ddefined as Amssterdam, with aan orientation and tilt angle
of 5° E
East of South annd 60° respectiively.
Unlikke the static STC tests ussed to quantiffy the shade
perform
mance and shadde linearity, thhese simulationns represent a
real opperating system
m in the field, and calculaate the total
system performance for each hourr over an entirre year. They
includee all the combinnations of irraddiance and tem
mperature that
could bbe expected inn a typical m
meteorological year for the
given llocation and tthe performannce and interaaction of the
inverterrs.
IV. R
RESULTS AND D
DISCUSSION
Figg. 3. Measurem
ment set up fo
or the three sh
hade cases. Po
ole,
Dorrmer and Tree

C. A
Annual yield calculations
c
T
The module an
nnual energy yield has been
n calculated and
a
com
mpared to co
onventional mo
odules using PVsyst 6 [10].
Herein a 3D-mod
del of a PV systtem is created, and in front off it
a shhade casting object is placed
d. PVsyst calcu
ulates the modu
ule
annnual energy yieeld for the giveen system, locaation and shadiing
sceene.

A. Tempperature of dioodes
The diode temperaature rises wheen the diode iis conducting
currentt. Junction boxxes in standardd modules are designed not
to exceeed the diodess maximum juunction tempeerature. This,
howeveer, can still leead to signifiicant temperatu
ture rises, as
shown in Fig. 5. Thhe temperaturee in this standdard junction
box risses up to 136C. These higgh diode case temperatures
lead to local laminate temperature rise, reduced laminate life
time exxpectancy andd reduced actual module perrformance by
cell tem
mperature diffeerence.
For iin laminate diiodes the firstt, preliminary, temperature
measurrements show
w values of 35-45ᴼ C diode case
temperaature. At abouut 600 mA test current and 211ᴼ C ambient
temperaature. Partly ddue to the MW
WT-back sheet sspreading the
heat off the diode.
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Fig. 5. Diode case in a temperature rising up to 136C within a
junction box on a standard PV laminate, through which 9 A has been
applied for 1 hr. Ambient temperature is 21ᴼ C.

B. Results of different shade cases
Through the measurements and methods described earlier
for the different shade cases we have calculated the shade
performance and shade linearity of the Tessera module and
compared it with a standard module. As these tests are
performed in a solar simulator and there is no diffuse light
present and the shade can have a more extreme effect than in a
real system.
The shade performance has previously been defined as the
ratio of MPP power under shadow, and nominal MPP at
standard test conditions, and the shade linearity relates the
power output of the module under shade to that of an ideal
fully shade-linear module under shade [7]. A module with
perfect 100% shade linearity with an x% sized shade will only
lose x% of its power.
The results in table one show that the Tessera module has a
very high shade linearity compared to a standard 3 string
module. Fig. 6 & Fig. 7 show the current-voltage and powervoltage curves of the two modules for the extreme case of the
pole shade.
TABLE I
RESULTS OF SHADING CASES
Shadow
Shade
Shade Linearity
Type
Performance
Std.
Tessera Std.
Tessera
Module (%)
Module (%)
(%)
(%)
Pole
Dormer
Tree

17
26
53

67
64
73

20
38
66

76
92
92

Fig. 6
Pole shade: Standard module - Current -Voltage and Power
Voltage curves with and without shading - the standard module
experiences an 83% loss in output (shadow performance of 17%) for
the pole shade.

Fig. 7. Pole shade: Tessera module - Current -Voltage and Power
Voltage curves with and without shading - the Tessera module
experiences a 33% loss in output (shadow performance of 67%) for
the pole shade.

C. Annual Yield Simulation Results
The effect on annual yield on system level depends very
strongly on the size, 3D effect and intensity of a particular
shade. Using the shading scene in Fig. 4, the annual yield of a
system of standard modules compared to Tessera modules has
been computed.
The Tessera module has been carefully defined in PVsyst
and the detailed electrical shading [10] has been used in
calculating the annual yield for both systems. The Tessera
module has an annual energy gain of 4% over the standard
module for this system, location and shading scene as seen in
TABLE II. A 4% relative gain in energy yield can be equated
with a near 1% absolute gain in module efficiency, to obtain
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the same annual electricity production one needs a 20.8%
efficient module instead of a 20% efficient.
TABLE II
RESULTS OF ANNUAL YIELD AND SHADING LOSSES
No Shade
Shade
Loss
System
(kWh)
(kWh)
(%)
Standard
Tessera
Tessera gain
(%)

4601
4614

4115
4279

0

4

11
7

The 4% annual yield gain is an average value calculated
over the whole year, and this includes all the hours where
there is no shading on the system. In our specific system scene
we have seen that at certain times or hours during the year the
gains are significantly higher than the 4% annual yield gain.
Two hours have been chosen to illustrate this. They are: the
11th of January between 11:00 and 12:00 and the 24th of
March between 16:00 – 17:00.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 8. Example hours from simulation for both the standard
module system, (a) and (c), and for the Tessera system (b) and (d).
(a) and (b) are from January, and (c) and (d) are March. The grey
areas represent the linear shading caused by the shading objects. The
yellow areas represent the PV energy that is lost over and above the
linear shade.

The details of the percentage and watt.hour losses for these
two hours are presented in TABLE III. The Tessera module
system shows a 24% gain over the standard system for the
January morning where the light pole can be seen casting a
shadow across nearly all the modules on the left side of the
roof. In this instance the standard system loses almost 1kWh,
while the Tessera system loses only half that amount. And for
the dormer shade in the March afternoon the Tessera system
gives a 17.5% gain.

TABLE III
HOURLY LOSSES AND GAINS
Standard
Tessera
system
system
loss
loss
%, (Wh)
%, (Wh)

Date and
time
11th Jan.
11:00 -12:00
24th March.
16:00 -17:00

Tessera
Gain
(%)

32.4, (995)

16.6, (511)

24

27.4, (476)

14.9 (256)

17.5

V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
A new shade robust module, the Tessera module has been
designed and prototypes have been manufactured. The module
uses a combination of series and parallel connections to
substantially reduce the effect of shading and allows
scalability. The near constant maximum power point voltage
operation also reduces the possibility of inverter loss due to
low voltages. The modules can be manufactured by adapting
the electrical lay-out and creating shade independent blocks
inside the module using in-laminate diodes. When using back
contact solar cells and modules, this is possible without
additional manufacturing costs.
Through shade performance measurement and annual yield
calculation we have shown the shade linearity and energy
yield benefits of this module and system design. In our test
cases the Tessera module shows up to 92% shade linearity
compared to a maximum of 66% for a standard module. For
particular hours a 24% energy gain can be obtained compared
to standard modules.
For systems where shade is not an issue the annual yield is
expected to be the same as for a standard system. However, in
cases where shade is present a substantial annual yield gain
can be expected, calculations have shown the annual yield
gain of the Tessera module to be 4%..
The diodes in the Tessera module only reach 40C,
compared to >130C for conventional diodes. This is
important for application in the built environment, as entire
roof areas can be used. This can also help accelerate the BIPV
market.
Further developments will include: the manufacture and
performance monitoring of full-size Tessera modules, the
development of dedicated micro-inverters and a detailed costbenefit analysis of the system.
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